SUBJ: TAKEALL-- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 24 Apr 92

Full Text Superzone of Message

1 GLOBAL
2 1 reports on 24 moscow press briefing by sergey yastremsbiski, russian foreign ministry spokesman, on various intl issues. (350 text sent: tasse 1443; segment on russian mediation in nkao crisis, 200 text, sent: tassr 1210 tasse 1039; segment on relations with japan, 140 text, tasse 1055; segment on rutskoy's upcoming visit to israel, 120 text sent, tasse 1507 tassr 1246, 4 min, arabic 1500; segment on situation in el salvador, 250 text sent: tassr 1541, brief: spanla 2200 2300 portbraz 2200 2300)
3 account dpa agency intvw with ruslan khasbulatov, head russian parliament, on eve of his official visit to frg, calling on imf to relax its requirements wich regard to economic reforms in russia. (one min, sent: rossi 0000)
4 3 mikhail (lapshin), president of transnational exchange company, which is joint stock company, on future tasks of this company. (rpt enginter 231710, item 4 on 23 apr list) (enginter 232310 portuguese 232000)
5 4 intvw with (mikhail shubin), head volgograd popular diplomacy assn, delegate to intl forum on people's diplomacy in moscow 22-24 apr, on means to resolve ongoing disputes between former soviet republics. (4 min: spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 greek 1900)
6 5 intvw with two participants of intl forum of people's diplomacy in moscow, 22-24 apr. (3.5 min: polish 1500)
7 6 first part of spanish journalist (fernando cacias's) on expo-sevilla, re inauguration of fair. (3 min: spanla 2200)
8 7 "update": viktor yenkeyev on coverage of congress of people's deputies by central russian dailies, citing trud, izvestiya, pravda (4 min); intvw with vladimir mashits, newly-appointed head of russian cmtee for economic coop with cis, on strategy for economic reforms (3 min, sent); highlights easter address by primate of russian orthodox church patriarch aleksey II (4.5 min); (vitaliy glazunov) intvw with indian ambassador to russia, alfred sylvester gonsalves, on indian aid to russia (3 min). (enginter 1810)
9 8 youth program: (talazufu's) plan for training future leaders of the world. (25 min, incl music: mand 0900)
10 9 anon on russian, czech, other countries' easter sunday traditions. (5 min: spanla 2300)
11 10 "encounter club": russian environment minister viktor danilov-danilyan on russian scientists' arrangements to attend un conf on environment and development in rio. (9 min: portbraz 2300)
12 11 "problems, people, events." (rpt czech/slovak 211700, item 5 on 21 apr list) (czech/slovak 231700)
13 12 business club feature. (20 min: camb 11Q0)
14 UNITED STATES
15 13 report on ukranian defense minister konstantin morozov's 22 apr press conference on results of his u.s. visit and expressing ukraine's readiness to joint nuclear non-proliferation treaty. (c/r tassr 221950, item 10 on
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16 14 "business club": anon on joint russian-u.s. project to promote establishment of businesses in russia. (3 min: portbraz 2300)

17 AMERICAS
18 15 yuri gromov acknowledges letters from brazilian listeneners. (3 min: portbraz 2200)
19 16 anon reviewing u.s. sanctions imposed on cuba, citing criticism by cuban foreign ministry on this issue. (3 min: arabic 1300 polish 1500)

20 WEST EUROPE
21 17 leonid levchenko on developments in peru and visit to peru by OAS delegation. (4 min: spanla 2200 portbraz 2200)

22 18 sergey sakenko on britain's forthcoming municipal elections, recalling recent general elections, noting apparent economic recovery is expected to work in favor of conservative party. (3 min: enginter 1710)
23 19 report on boris yeltsin receiving spanish foreign minister francisco fernandez-ordonez, with gist remarks exchanged. (c/r tassr 221527, item 20 on 22 apr list) (one min: jap 230900)

24 AFRICA
25 20 "africa as we see it": vladimir valentinov deploring number of deaths in south africa during easter period (rpt engafr 211530, segment item 19 on 21 apr list); sergey viktorov on condemnation of de klerk's recent visit to nigeria by nigerian committee for defense of human rights, noting that improved relations with south africa are to nigeria's advantage, however ANC strongly opposes such relations between two countries (3.5 min). (engafr 1530)

26 MIDEAST
27 21 report on andrey kozyrev's interview with kuna, on favorable prospects of trade exchange with gulf states. (c/r arabic 231500, item 34 on 23 apr list) (brief: enginter 231500 231600 231700 frenchinter 231700 czech/slovak 231700)
28 22 anon interview with russian foreign ministry official, on russian foreign minister kozyrev's tour of GCC states, highlighting importance of visit and recalling history of russian-GCC relations. (rpt arabic 231300, item 35 on 23 apr list) (enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 afrikaans 1700 arabic 1300 persian 1330 turkish 1400 polish 1500)
29 23 viktor (ursavalov) on kozyrev's visit to gulf states in effort to further strengthen existing bilateral ties. (4 min: indo 1200)
30 24 aleksey zlatorunskiy entitled 'a tour which is not at all innocent' on recent visit by 5,000 israelis to west bank, which was organized by likud within framework of its election campaign, citing head of settlement that situation is excellent with number of israeli settlers increasing, noting that israeli settlers are given reassurances that this land will belong to them forever. (4 min: frenchinter 231600)
31 25 "window on arab world": aleksandr timoshkin on worsening libyan crisis despite all attempts for peaceful outcome, noting egypt is enduring economic consequences of sanctions imposed on libya, while russia has committed itself to abiding by sanctions despite damage to its own economy. (3 min: arabic 1500)
32 26 "maghreb mailbag": acknowledging and reviewing listeneners letters. (15 min: frenchinter 231600)
33 27 anon on republication in russia of novel by named turkish writer. (4.5 min: turkish 1400)
35 SOUTH ASIA
36 28 joint stmt on afghanistan, adopted by russian foreign minister kozyrev and roza otunbayeva, kyrgyz foreign minister, calling on warring afghan sides to actively contribute to success of un peace-making activities. (100 text sent: tasse 1122)
37 29 anon kabul dispatch providing background to continuing unstable situation in afghanistan. (rpt enginter 231110, item 41 on 23 apr list) (portuguese 232000)
38 30 yuriy solton on 14th anniv of april coup in afghanistan, recalling aims of revolutionaries and failure of socialist experiment, noting confrontation has now reached climax in country, assessing activities of un, other parties in seeking peaceful settlement to country's problems. (5-3.5 min: enginter 231110, item 41 on 23 apr list) (spanish 2200, portuguese 232000)
39 31 intvw with russian journalist who worked in afghanistan, giving his assessment of situation in country. (arabic 1300)
40 32 asian affairs program: intvw with (sogetarov), scientist who worked in afghanistan for several years. (4.5 min: mand 0400 0600)
41 TB2504112192TAKE2
42 33 intvw with named journalist and scientist who worked in afghanistan for a long time, on developments in that country. (6 min: turkish 1400)
43 34 vasant georgiyev re ltte supreme prabhakaran's warning to boycott peace talks if sri lankan troops enter ltte's stronghold jaffna. (rpt tamil 231300, item 48 on 23 apr list) (urdu 1000, persian 1330, arabic 1500, polish 1500, urdu 1000, beng 1000, hindi 1100, spanish 2200, portuguese 232000)
44 35 mailbag program: reviewing indian listeners' letters. (30 min, with music: hindi 1100)
45 36 "on path of friendship and coop." (rpt tamil 171300, item 42 on 17 apr list) (tamil 1300)
46 CHINA
47 37 wang xiao half hour program: summary reports by japan, german, canadian, other western papers on china's economic development, progress in guangdong; news from cis states; answers to listeners questions on russian movies. (30 min, with music: mand 1000)
48 38 anon welcoming lao president kaysone phomvihan's coming visit to china. (5 min: viet 1300, burm 1300, thai 1200)
49 ASIAN COMMUNIST
50 39 asian affairs program: valentinov on situation in cambodia, citing un activities, refuting opposition faction's assertion on presence of viet troops. (4 min: mand 0400 0600)
51 40 viktor valentinov on setting up of un checkpoints along cambodian-vietnamese border. (5 min: camb 1100, viet 1100, thai 1200)
52 41 anon on un peacekeeping forces and cambodian situation. (3 min: korean 0800)
53 42 alekseyev on return of u.s. soldiers' remains in vietnam. (3 min: mand 0900)
54 43 oleg alekseyev on recent talks between vietnamese leader do muoi and u.s. senate delegation on mia issue. (5 min, sent: camb 1100, viet 1100)
55 44 oleg alekseyev on preparations for opening in hanoi and seoul representative office of vietnam and south korea. (5 min: viet 1300)
56 ASIA/PACIFIC
57 45 "focus on asia and pacific": vladimir korolev on renewed focus on korean peninsula following outbreak of sharp polemics between north and
south korea (3 min); vladimir viktorov on new govt headed by a military man in thailand, noting military has been in charge of country for last six decades, citing optimistic stmt by new thai foreign minister in nation (3 min); anon on russian-austalian joint ventures and economic and trade coop between two countries (7.5 min). (enginter 0810)

58 46 "focus on asia": incl anon on alo president's visit to china (4 min); anon on vietnamese company sec gen do muoi's meeting with u.s. senators, noting issues discussed, including mia's (4 min). (korean 1000)

59 47 leonid krivechvskiy on high level escap conf, noting delegates to conf agreed to solve existing issues through amicable means, citing chinese leader zemin's previous stmt urging all-round coop from asp countries for mutual benefit. (4 min: indo 1200 viet 1300)

60 48 yuriy kostin on burmese people fleeing to neighboring bangladesh, thailand and china. (rpt burm 211300, item 44 on 21 apr list) (thai 1200)

61 49 russian foreign ministry statement refuting reports in press, including some quoting japanese officials, re negotiations on a compromise in matter of territorial demarcation, which were said to have taken place during official visit to japan by russian foreign minister kozyrev. (c/r tassr 231024, item 59 on 23 apr list) (brief: czech/slovak 231700)

62 50 first part, izvestiya tokyo corr agafonov on northern territories issue. (8 min: korean 0800; 6.5 min: jap 230900)

63 51 second part, izvestiya article on japan northern territories issue. (5.5 min: mand 0400 0600)

64 TR2504112292TAKE3
65 52 report on 24 apr press conf by mikhail gorbachev on results of his visit to japan. (230 text sent: tasse 1656 tassr 1503; 1.5 min, sent: tv 2000; one min: greek 1900; brief: enginter 1800 1900 2100 2200)

66 53 vladimir korolev on new polemic between two koreas. (rpt portbraz-232200, item 60 on 23 apr list) (portuguese 232000)

67 54 anon on thai armed forces supreme commander's statement that he does not rule out possibility of new military coup in thailand. (5 min: viet 1300)

68 55 weekly post box program for indonesian listeners. (23 min: indo 1200)

69 EAST EUROPE

70 56 summaries latvian newspaper interview with commander of north-western army group general valeriy mironov, that process of withdrawal of troops from baltics has commenced, noting that planning of troop withdrawal is being impeded by absence of and agreement and customs limitations. (brief sent: rossii 1800 enginter 2100 2200)

71 57 aleksandr shakhin noting prospects opened up for albania for change of government following last months's elections. (rpt enginter 231110, item 64 on 23 apr list) (enginter 232310)

72 58 former russian student of prague academy of performing arts discussing czechoslovak art. (20 min: czech/slovak 231700)

73 59 itar-tass cors valentin volkov and vladas burbulis warsaw dispatch, citing press conference given by presidential press spokesman andrzej drzycimski devoted to outcome of recent meeting between polish president lech walesa and byelarus council of ministers chairman vyacheslav kebich. (400 text sent: tassr 1224)

74 60 itar-tass corr valentin volkov warsaw dispatch, on meeting of heads of frontier/customs services of russian and poland, where an agreement was reached on frontier problems, namely the opening of seven new frontier checkpoints in very near future. (330 text sent: tassr 0710)
61 aleksandr shakhin on approval by parliaments of serbia and montenegro on constitution of union republic of yugoslavia, noting that idea to preserve unified state may lead to resumption of dialogue between former yugoslav states. (3 min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 arabic 1300 polish 1500 greek 1900)

62 summary la repubblica interview with yevgeniy shaposhnikov maintaining black sea fleet is useless for ukraine. (c/r tasse 230913, item 70 on 23 apr list) (brief: enginter 231500 231600 231700 frenchinter 231600 czech/slovak 231700)

63 interview with russian chief navigator rear-admiral valeriy aleksin, commenting on report in u.s. weekly 'parade' that u.s. admirals would like to sink nuclear vessels belonging to former soviet navy in interests to world security. (3 min sent: mayak 1420)

64 "man and law": feature criticizing great material and moral losses being occasioned by withdrawal of troops from eastern europe and mongolia, giving as an example withdrawal of helicopter regiment from germany to ryazan oblast where accommodation is completely inadequate, quoting c-in-c western forces m. durakov on this issue (one min), noting that almost 90,000 families of military men are forced to live in temporary accommodation. (9 min: tv 1422)

65 s. slipchenko on boris yeltsin’s scheduled visit to plesetsk cosmodrome on 28 apr, noting that yeltsin is expected to discuss question of giving cosmodrome status of russian federal rocketry and space center. (3 min sent: tv 1700)

66 "science and engineering": boris belitskiy on cosmonaut sergey krikalev who has been awarded hero of russian federation and gold star medal, profiling krikalev’s career and including interview with krikalev prior to his departure from mir space station (5.5 min); "question time": belitskiy acknowledges nigerian listener’s question on flights to mars, noting there is project scheduled to send unmanned flights to mars in oct 1994 to conduct experiments on its surface, although some aspects of this project may be postponed due to lack of funds, also noting that russia is carrying out preparatory work for manned mission to mars, which is out of the question during russia’s economic crisis (6.5 min); letters from zimbabwe acknowledged on UFO’s, also examining pre-glasnost conspiracy of silence on ufology, especially works of philip (zeigel), professor of anatomy at moscow institute of aviation (7 min). (enginter 0610)

67 intvw with (niyarov) of russian parliament, on results of cpd, agreeing with yeltsin’s viewpoints. (3.5 min: mand 0400)

68 (shichinik) on evaluation on cpd session by russian vice-prime minister poltoranin. (5 min: jap 231300)

69 intvw with deputy from fraction ‘for democratic russia,’ on yeltsin’s closing speech at cpd. (6 min: czech/slovak 231700)

70 the press and power: account on how almost every day of cpd deliberations commenced with attacks on the press. (4.5 min: polish 1500)

71 russian house speaker says russian should promote reforms and closely coop with western countries. (brief: korean 0800)

72 account yeltsin condolences over death of grand duke vladimir romanov.
92 73 Vitaliy Gurov on discussions at upcoming Russian cabinet session on results of CPD. (Rpt Enginter 231110, item 90 on 23 Apr list) (Enginter 232310 Afrikaans 1700)

93 74 Itar-Tass corre Ivan Ivanov/Gennadiy Talalayev on 24 Apr address by Aleksandr Rutskoy, Russian vice-president, to Russian govt meeting, proposing establishment of land and agro-industrial center. (250 text sent: TASSR 1255, Tasse 1153)

94 75 Account 23 Apr intvw with Aleksandr Rutskoy, Russian vice-president, on aspects of transition from command and administrative economy to free market. (140 text sent: Tasse 0323)

95 76 Summaries 24 Apr address by Yegor Gaidar, to Russian govt meeting, on various aspects of Russian govt economic reforms. (150 text sent: Tasse 0652 TASSR 0836; one min: Enginter 1100 1200 1300 1400 1600 Greek 1900 Polish 1500 Tamil 1300 Indo 1200 Thai 1200; brief: Enginter 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 Portbraz 2200 2300 Arabic 1500 Turkish 1400)

96 77 Report on 24 Apr address by Yegor Gaidar to meeting with economic scientists, people's deputies and reps of Russian business community and mass media, on need for closer interaction of all forces to support economic reforms. (220 text sent: Tasse 1807)

97 78 V. Perfil'yev video report on 24 Apr Russian govt meeting dedicated to petrol prices and budget deficit, incl brief intvw with Yegor Gaidar on possibility of partial reorganization of govt. (2 min, sent: TV 1700)

98 79 Vitaliy Gurov on Presidium discussions on draft laws on defense and the army, bankruptcy, quoting economics minister Nechayev describing law as important for ensuring conditions for functioning of market relations, briefly citing Khasbulatov to DPA intvw on parliamentary system in Russia. (5-4 min: Enginter 1110 1410 Spanla 2300 Turkish 1400 Persian 1330 Polish 1500 Urdu 1000 Beng 1000 Hind 1100 Tamil 1300 Indo 1200 Thai 1200 Camb 1100 Viet 1300)

99 80 Itar-Tass corre Ivan Ivanov/Gennadiy Talalayev on 24 Apr Russian govt session discussions on question of execution of Russian budget in first quarter and prospects for budget in second quarter of this year, quoting finance minister Barchuk, briefly quoting Gaidar summing up debates. (350 text sent: TASSR 1235, Tasse 1313)

100 81 S. Vozianov on 24 Apr session of Russian govt, describing debates on process of economic reforms, incl intvw with Rutskoy on aspects of Russian agricultural reform. (3 min, sent: RTV 1600)

101 82 Intvw with Acad (Aleksey Milyanov), member of Russian presidential council, outlining current developments in agricultural sector. (9 min: Greek 1900)

102 83 Reports on Aleksey Ulykayev news conf in Moscow, on proposals for reforming industrial ministry and strengthening social security agencies, cabinet reorganization, liberalization of fuel prices and credits to insolvent enterprises. (3 min: Enginter 1710 2010 Spanla 2200 Portbraz 2200 2300)

103 84 Intvw with (Petrov) on reorganization of Ministry of Culture, integration of cultural work, tourism. (5 min: Mand 0400 0600)

104 85 Anon on roundtable of Russian supsov parliamentarians in Moscow. (4.5 min: Polish 1700)

105 86 Report on intvw with RSFSR political advisor on situation in RSFSR. (4
87 RSFSR vice-premier on post 6th people's congress govt activities plan. (one min: mand 1200)
88 Journalist Yuri Krauze on Russian supsov bill 'on television and radio broadcasting,' incl intvw with four of the leading figures involved in drawing up bill, on ideas behind bill to demonopolize radio and tv. (8 min: tv 1422)
89 Kurgan corr Yuriy Balandin on controversy raging over compensation payments for victims of urals radiation accident. (3 min, sent: rossi 1400)
90 Anon on recent rally in Russia in favor of new Russia and economic reforms. (4 min: spanla 2300)
91 Intvw with anon official in charge of construction and housing on housing problem in RSFSR. (4 min: turkish 1400)
92 Anon on economic reforms facing Russia. (5 min: korean 0800)
93 Sergey Vetrov Barnaul dispatch on discovery of marble deposits, which according to specialists contains fewer impurities, is ecologically cleaner and is easier to work. (3 min: rossi 1000)
94 Vyacheslav Solovyev on recent meeting of leaders of west Asia and Kazakhstan in Kyrgyz capital. (Rpt enginter 231110, item 107 on 23 apr list) (Enginter 232310)
95 Reports on Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev's remarks at press conference following conclusion of Bishkek summit. (C/r tasse 230943, item 104 on 23 apr list) (Brief: enginter 231500 231600 231700 Frenchinter 231700 czech/slovak 231700)
96 Summary la Stampa interview with Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev, justifying his refusal to hand over strategic weapons for destruction in Russia on lack of funds on both sides which are necessary to carry out this operation. (1.5 min sent: mayak 0600)
97 Kyrgyzstan President Askar Akayev's 24 Apr remarks prior to his meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev in Bishkek. (140 Text sent: tass 0637 tasse 0428; one min: rossi 0700)
98 Reports on 24 Apr signing of Russian-Kyrgyzstan accord on interstate relations by Russian-Kyrgyz foreign ministers, briefly quoting Kyrgyz President Akayev expressing hope that agreement will boost bilateral relations between them. (110 Text sent: tasse 0451; one min sent: mayak 0700)
99 Interview with Russian Foreign Minister Andrey Kozyrev on his meetings in Bishkek, where he met with Kyrgyz President and foreign ministers and signed cooperation protocol, briefly quoting Kozyrev integration processes in this region do not run counter to CIS. (1.5 min sent: rtv 1600)
100 Reports on Turkmen President Saparmurat Niyazov's remarks at press conference following conclusion of Bishkek summit. (C/r rossi 231600, item 106 on 23 apr list) (Brief: spania 232000)
101 Anon on recent Izvestiya publication suggesting participants in Bishkek summit place little hope in commonwealth and are working to strengthen regional cooperation, noting discussions on military issues emanating by Russia's decision to commence formation of national army, briefly quoting joint political statement. (4-3 min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 spania 2200 portbraz 2200 persian 1330 arabic 1300 turkish 1400 polish 1500 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 tamil 1300 indo 1200 mand 0900)
123 102 v. lyaskalo report over video on remembrance day for victims of chernobyl, noting that it has now been officially acknowledged that over 8,000 people died mainly those involved in clean up operation, including interview with o. bobyleva, head of main directorate for chernobyl medical problems at ukrainian ministry of health. (3 min: tv 1700)

124 103 anon on sixth anniversary of chernobyl reactor explosion, discussing way it became a divide between two epochs in human history, both those prior and following chernobyl. (4 min: polish 1500)

125 104 "today of today program": interview with participants in international conference of people's diplomacy, discussing new relationships between peoples of former soviet republics (3.5 min); anon on various issues discussed at recent session of russian parliament (4 min); anon introducing concert held in moscow (6 min). (mand 1000)

126 TB2504112592TAKE6

127 105 "problems, incidents, figures": anon on session of russian congress of people's deputies (5 min); anon on issue of nuclear weapons amongst cis countries, noting russian-ukraine issue of black sea fleet and withdrawing strategic nuclear weapons from ukrainian territory (5 min); anon on introduction of new president of moscow university (5 min). (korean 0800)

128 106 "youth program": introducing bank children, training center for youths and youth singers songs. (20 min: korean 1000)

129 107 "business club program": anon on introduction of new russian businessmen and new districts, giving information on russian markets and prospects of russian grain market. (20 min: korean 1200)

130 108 misc internal cis items: 21: cis 6 latam 3 asc 2 ascnc 10

131 UNPRO: rtv 1900 tv 1100 enginter 0700 0800 0900 1000

132 POOR: mand 1200 (endall) 24 Apr 92

133 TB2504112692TAKE7